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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM  . 
I.  Introduction 
1.  The  adoption  of the  third  aviation ·package<t>  by the  Council- on  23 ·July 1992 
represents the final stage in  .the liberalization process of  th~ air transport sector. in the 
context of the completion of  the Single Market.  In order to ensure the full benefit of 
this libera.IiZation it will be necessa.rY, however,· to define rules which seek to maintain . 
fair competition between carriers for  the activities. ancillary to air transport as such. 
This  is the  case  in particular  of slot  allocation<
2> and  computerized  reservation 
systems(3>.  Groundhandling services also fall into this category since. they are essential 
to the activities. of air carriers.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
~ 2.  The gromdhandling situation at Community airpOrts varies wideiy. However, at mest 
'· 
~~-airports  only  the  airport  itself 'or  th~  national.  carrier  are  entitled  to  Supply 
.  ·  . groundhandling  services.  Also · 8elf.:liandling · is  .·  not  always  allowed.  The 
.  .  grouncihandling  market is therefore ·at present not  in line .  with the ·rest of the  air 
·  ~ort  sector and does not meet_ the  cmrent requir~ents of the single market for 
3. 




air tian$ort services as organized within the new legislative framework.  ' 
This  si~'i.s the  cause of,  the  une~e  felt  ~- carriers.  The recent complaints 
received by the COmmission are proof  of  this Unease .. Indeed, groundhaitdling-~ces 
.  ..  '  .  . 
represent a considerable part of  the operating c;osts of air carriers. These costs appear 
to be higher for  Emop~ail. carriers than-for their American competitors. It  is therefore 
· ·  essential that European airlines should be able to control their costs better as well as 
. tailor their services better to the needS of their. customers. AlsO groundhandling 1s an 
important part  of the  airlines'  strategy in differentiating  their image .vis-a-vis  the · 
customer. 
At present the gromdhandling situation does not make it poSsible to guarantee fair and 
equal treatment; far both the quality and the cost of  th.e serVices, between the different 
carriers operating at fue· same airport and in particular between the dominant carrier 
and ·its competitOrs.  · 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
.·  Although.th~;general principles laid down in.the Treaty, particulady_the competition 
rules, apply ·directly to all sitUations covered by the Treaty, it is nevertheless necessary 
to introduce more specific rules for access to the gromclliandling  marke~ which will 
take accoimt of  the unique features of this market. 
Comcil Regulations (EEC) Nos 2407/92, 2408/92 and 2409/92 of  23 July 1992 on the 
licensing of air  carriers,  access  for  Community_ air ·carriers to intra~Commllnity air· 
routes, and fares and rates for air services respectively (OJ No L 240, 24.8.1992). 
COmcil Regulation (EEC) No 95/93 of 18 January 1993. 
Comcil Regulation (EEC) No 2299/89 of  24 July 1989.  .  - . 
·2 
_,  ' 
'  .· 5.  The importance of  the current groundhandling situation was given particular emphasis 
by the "Comite des Sages" when it recently reported, at the Commission's reqUest, on 
the problems facing the air transport sector in the Community<
4>.  The majority of the 
Committee recommended  full  aitd .rapid liberalization of groundhanclling ·services. 
However, some members of the Committee expressed dissenting views .on this point 
and stressed the organizational problems and so~ial conseqUences of  such an initiative. 
6.  The  complex nature  of this issue  led the  Commission to· consult  the  stakeholders 
formally on the basis of a ConSultation Paper on groundhanclling services<s>  adopted 
at the end of 1993, which put forward a series of  guidelines for  future legislation. . 
.  . 
This. consultation paper was sent to all parties concerned. - airports, grOtmdhandlers, 
carriers,  employers  and workers,  the  Member  States,  the  accession cOtmtries,  the 
European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.  It generated a Wide 
range  of responses.  In general air carriers and gi-oundhandlers  favoured in varying 
degrees the guidelines pUt forward Airports and trade tmions expressed opposition to 
full and too abrupt a libemlization. Many replies stressed the need to bear in mind the 
social problems which refonn of this. sector could generate in the light of existing 
situations. 
7.  In its  Commtmication  of Jmte  1994  "The  Way  Forward  for  Civil  Aviation  in 
Europe"<
6> the  Commission indicated its intention to  tak~ by the  end of 1994  an 
initiative  aimed  at  ensuring  access  to  the  growtdhanclling  market  at  Cornmtmity 
airports. Finally, the Comtcil in its Resolution of  October 1994 confirmed the need for 
such an initiative. 
The prlndple of subsidiarity 
8.  Air transport by its nature is an international activity and the supply of  gromtdhandling 
services at Cornmtmity airports is thus not restricted to national carriers. The quality 
and the cost of  the supply of  these services directly affect the management of  airlines 




'  as  well  as consequences  for  the  image  of the carrier.  It  is, therefore,  essential  to 
define the rules· of market access for the whole of  the Commtmity. 
However,  the  specific nature of the sector as well  as the  diversity of the situations  · 
make it necessary to  allow  Member  States to  ensure  that access to the  market is 
attained  in an objeCtive,  transparent  and non-discriminatory  manner, _while  taking  . 
aecoWJt of  the constraints at individual  airport~. 
"Expanding Horizons.  A report by the Comite  des Sages for  A4" Transport to the 
European Commission", January 1994.·  · 
SEC(93) 1896 final,  14 December  1993. 
COM(94) 218 final,  l Jwte  1994. 





Gromdh~  c~vers the supply of. a variety or'~ort  services which are essential 
to.  cairiets for  performing. their air  transport  activities.  These  services are  directly 
related  to  air  transport  and ·range  from  passenger  and baggage  registration  .. and· 
handling to leading the aircraft. on the ground as wen·  as the cleaning and refuelling 
of the aircraft.  Without these services flights  would. not be  able to take off  .. These· · 
services must be distip.guished from· activities dii'ectly related to air traffic operations, 
such as the provision of  installations to users, of  navigational aids, -of  emergency, fire  . 
and meteorological services as well as from non-aviation activities, such as the letting, 
concession or use of  business premises at .the airport.  (7)  .  . 
10.  .  The  .International Air Transp6rt Association (lATA) has established a nomenclatUre, 
on the ·basis of which it is possible  to group gromdlwidling services. ,into. eleven 
categories:  ·.  · ·  :  .  · ,  ·.  ' ·  _·  · .  ·  .  .  · .  '  _·  .  ·  · 
I. 
(I)  ground:administration and supervision (Sections 1,·2, 3 and 13 or'the lATA 








(9)  . 
-_  .  .  J\...  . 
·.  passenger liandling (Section 4, eXcept Section 4.4.4)  · 
. ' 
baggage handling (Section 4.4) 
_freight and mail handling (Sect;ion 5) 
. ramp services (Section Q)  . ·-
cleaning' and aircraft serviciltg (Section 7) 
fuelling (Section 8) 
-· aircraft maintenance (Section 9) 
flight-operations and crew administration (Section 10) 
(1 0)  ·surface. transport (Section 1  I) 
(11)  catering services (Sec~on 12). 
11. ·  These ·different types of  .services vary widely: ·  .. 
.  '  ' 
firstly, they do not an reqtiife the same· type or degree of technical skill; 
.  . 
ICAOAirport Economics Manual, Montreal, 199L 
..  4. 






some  services,  such  as  baggage  sorting,  require  major  equipment  or . 
sophisticated and costly systems  which are  difficult, if not :impossible,  to 
divide or duplicate~  others, such as administrative servic~ only require staff 
and computer hardware or office equipment; 
some services, such as ramp handling, take up considerable space because of 
the need for  permanent storage of  large quantities of material at the airport 
itself or,  as in the case  of passenger serV-ices,  require numerous customer 
service desks in the terminal; others, such as catering, can to ·a large extent 
take place off the airport premises;  · 
some services, in particular ramp ·handling, cleaning and ·catering, entail staff 
and vehicle  mOvements  in the  restricted  areas  of the  airport;  others  are 
performed sol~ly in areas open to the public or in offices. 
The market situation 
A key characteristic of  the gromulliandling market is that often only the airport itself 
or the national carrier are entitled to supply grmmc:fuandling services. In addition self-
handling is not always allowed or is reserved to certain carriers, often selected on the 
basis of criteria which are not transparent. 
In such a  situ~tion there is  a  risk that prices are  fixed ·in a discretionary and not 
genuinely transparent  marmer.  Also  carriers  may not  always  have  the  means  to 
improve the quality of  the services or have them tailored to the specific needs of  their 
customers. In addition a groundhandler may favour certain carriers to the detriment 
of  others. The risk is even greater where the monopoly is held by the national carrier 
in direct competition with the airlines which are compelled to use its services. 
The role of  airports is to manage and maintain as well as sometimes even build airport 
· infrastructur.e. Airports must make this infrastructure available to users and ensure that" 
it fimctions efficiently, in particular by organizing and coordinating all the activities 
that take place on the  airport premises.  Access to the  groundhandling Iilarket  for 
suppliers other than the airport would tlws not affect the efficient operation of the 
airport. 
The current organization of the gromdhandling market no longer meets the needs of 
air transport nor does it comply with the principles of the Single Market. 
'  . 
The supply of grmmdhandling services is, however, subject to a munber of  practical 
constraints, which vary according to the type of service. These constraints conceln in 
particular  · 
available capacity and space: many European aiiports are  coining up against 
problems of available capacity and space and,  in some cases, are reaching 
saturation  point.  Some  groimdhandling  services,  however,  require  a 
considerable amomt of space, either in the terminal buildings as is the case of 
services  directly related to the passengers  or in the restricted ateas of the 
airport  as  in the  case  of services  requiring  direct  access  to the  aircraft. 
Sometimes these services require the use of  sophisticated and costly centralized 
5 .·  ..... 
.'  _ .. 
- systems which cannot be  duplicated,  as in the case of  baggage sorting.  The 
level  of constraint may vary according to the airport and in· 5ome. i_ii.stances . 
even from one terminal to  _another~  - · 
· security and  safety:  airports  require. high  security- and  safety. standards. 
Maintaining  such standards is on'e  of the  fimdarnental  tasks  of the  airport 
managing body. It is therefore essential for the airport management to retain, 
de jme and de facto. the power- to regulate,  coordinate and COJ1trol- accesS- to · 
-all  restricted  areas  as  well  as  staff and vehicle  movements  in these -areas.  .  -· 
Similarly-it must be possible to check the contentS of baggage.'  ; 
The  cat~gories of services directly related to the aircraft which are carried out in the 
./  restricted  areas' of the  airport or so-called "air-side!'  services are  most 'likely to  be 
affected -by capacity constraints since these areas cannot be extended indefinitely, by 
security constraints in view  of the  sepsitive  nature  of the  ~ctivities· related to  the 
aircraft as well as by safety constraints. Studies have shown that a large nuinber of 
accidents  are  caused  by ground.hancllers  in the- immediate  vicinity of the  aircraft 
mainly for reasons of  congesti~n and traffic. 
AlthoUg-h theSe cOnstraints can, in Some cases, be overcome :by adapting or expanding 
the existing infrastn.JCture, such infrastructure developments can requiJ;e considerable 
investments.  -
'17.  It is obvious that not all groundhandling services 'are suitable to the same degree' of 
market access, particularly fu the short term and even in the longer term. - For each  .. 
type of service. it will be necessary to determine the-access in a way which remains 
-compatible with the efficient operati911 of the- airport_infrastructure.  It will therefore 
be essential  to· adopt a differentiated approach which-takes account of the technical  · 
features ofthe.various types of  services, of  the varying degrees of  the constraints and 
-of the specific problems at certaill airports.  ~n  this respect it is p<>Ssible to-distinguish 
"land-side" services, silch as passenger or administrative services as well  as s·e:ryices 
which affect the i.rrlage of  the airline or the operation of  the airCraft such as catering 
or maintenance services,  for  which airlines .should have -the  widest possible  access 
from  "air-side" services which are subject to greater constraints. 
HL  - The objectives and the means -
'  ' 
18.  · On the basis of the guidelines set out ~the consultation paper 'and the reactions of 
I. 
-_  · the  stakeholders,  the  Commission  feels-. that  access  to  the  grotmdhandling  market 
should !Je  SU:ch as to allow users to choose. the  supplier who comes .closest to their _  · 
quality and cost requirements.  However, access should also be adapted to the features  · 
of the -various  types of services,  taking  accmmt  of existing  coruitraints,  of social 
_ repercussionS as  ~ell as the need to keep the  airports operating efficiently. 
\  -
· The  Commission .t;herefore  favours  the_  introduction  of liberalization  as  well  as· 
accompanying measures. 
6 a.  The UberaUzatton measures 
19.  The -objective  of the  liberalization  measures  is  to  ensure  access  to  the  market. 
. However, the heterogeneous nature of  groundhandling services and the diverse nature 
of airport situations call for a differentiated approach as well as for the introduction 
of mechanisms which make it·· possible to take accomt of specific situations.  The 
genuine liberalization of this sector should therefore take the form of free access for 
some services and a more limited access for others.  It should also guarantee the right 
to self-handle.  It should, however, not exclude the possibility to grant exemptions in 
certain  cases  in  order  to  take  account  of the  considerable  capacity  and· space 
· constraints at certain airports. 
Access to the market · 
. Third party handling 
20.  Free access to the market implies in theory an 1D1limited rwmber of  suppliers, although 
in practice their nmnber will be limited by the size of  the market itself.  In  principle, 
free access should apply .to all gromdhandling services.  In practice, however, free 
access will be applicable to those services which are not genuinely subject to safety, 
security, space and capacity oonstraints or for which these constraints can be overcotne 
by the appropriate measures.  These include passenger handling, ground administration 
and supervision,  flight  operations  and crew  administration,  maintenance, · catering 
services, cleaning as well as surface transport.  -
21.  Limited access  means that the  airport  authority is able  to restrict the number of 
suppliers. However, effective competition requires a minimmn of  two suppliers, at 
least one of  which m~t  be independent of  the airport and of  any User carrying no less 
than 25% of the passengers or freight recorded at the airport concerned  This is the 
ca5e of  all national carriers at their airport of origin  -
Limited  access  should apply  to ~  categories  of -services  which do not  lend 
themselves to free  access,  either because they are  subject to the· above-mentioned 
constraints or because they require systems which are complex, centralized or cannot 
be duplicated.  This is the case of  baggage handling, freight and mail handling, ramp 
services and fuellirig. 
Self-handling 
22.  Self-handling is a particular fonn of groundhandling whereby airport users perform 
one or more types of services for themselves.  Its key feature is that it excludes a 
service contract with a third party.  · 
Self-hancDing should for the same reasons as for third party handling be authorized 
without  restrictiOns  in the  case  of gromd administration  and  supervision,  flight 
operations and crew administration, catering, passenger_ handling,  cleaning, aircraft 
maintenance and surface transport.  · 
7 ' I 
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'21-
· 23. ·  For the other types of  grorindhandling services, i.e. baggage handling, freight and mail 
handling, ramp services and fuelling,  Member .States .should be able to. reserve self-
handling to a limited number of carriers chosen on the basis of  relevant, objective, 
transparent and non-discriminatory' cnteria.  .  .  .  '  ' 
24.  . When carriers· supply grmmdhandling services to t:bii'd parties they are not considered 
to  be  self-handling  and  should  therefore  be  treated  as  any  other  supplier  of 
grouridhandling  services  and  should thus be  subject to the  saine  restrictions  and 
selection procedmes.  · 
Exemptions 
!  .  . 
25.  In some instances the·phy~ical constraints may be such that they make access for new 
26. 
·  ..  entrants difficult, If  not impossible. It  is therefore necessary to allow for the possibility 
of grairting  exemptions.  Member  States  will  be  responsible  for  granting  these 
. exemptions subject to approval by the Commission in order to ensure consistency 
tln:oUghout the Community. The CommisSion·may availitself of  the assistance of one 
or more independent experts in reaching its decision.  . 
'These exemptions  would be granted solely for the service or services arid fer those· 
parts of the .airport or airport system, for  which the alleged constraints are actually 
ascertained.  It would be up  to the  airport requesting  the exemption to prove the 
existence of  such exceptional constraints.  Exemptions ·would be granted for a limited 
period on presentation of  a development plan designed to overcome these constraints. 
Any extension of the exemption woUld be subject to a review procedme: 
,• 
·  .  thus, an airpOrt would be authorized to close or restrict access to the market for one 
or several categories of services. 
An airport would also be authorized to reserve self-handling to a limited mnnber of 
_users,  choSen  on an  objective  and non-discriminatory basis, for  thOse  services for 
which self-handling should not be limited in principle.  Member States would wheri 
justified and with the approval ·of the Commission be able to authorize an airport -to 
liinit market access for a particular service in relation to the access originally.  intended 
for  that  particular  service. 'This  flexible  approach  should  provide  a  means  of 
overcoming specific problems-without unduly restricting access to the market. 
The accompanying measures 
27.  ·  ·To ensure fair and  sustainable competition and at the same tinie allow for efficient 
management of  airport installationS, it is necessary to supplement access to the market 
with accompanying measmes.  ·  ·  ·  · 
. These accompanying measmes cover the unbtmdling of  the different activities of  the 
managing  body . of  the  airport,  consultations  between  the  airport,  users  and 
groundhan,dlers; the approval and ~Iection of  suppliers, the rules of conduct required 
to ensure the  efficient operation of the  airport,  access to the  installations and the 
recognition of a right of  appeal.  · 
8 Unbundling cf activities 
28.  A large mnnber of airports provide groundhandling services themselves.  In order to 
ensme  that  suppliers  are  treated  on  an equal  basis,  the  decisions  of the  airport 
authority must  be  genuinely and  completely transparent,  particularly if the  airport 
authority supplies grooodhandling services and at the same  time is responsible  for 
approval and coordination of  grmmdhandlers. To guarantee transparent and impartial 
decision-making by the airport authority, the  Commission, drawing inter alia on the 
legislation  established  in  the  railway  sector,  advocates  strict  unblUldling  of 
groundhandling services from  other airport activities by requiring separate accmmts 
and management for these activities.  Fair competition also implies the absence of 
cross-subsidization 'of groundhandling services by other airport activities. · A  body 
independent of  the parties concerned and in particular of  the airport should check that 
the unbundling is effectively carried out. 
Airports would thus, if  they so wished, be able to continue to supply grmmdhandling 
services and compete with other suppliers, provided their groundhandling activity is 
kept separate from their regulatory and infrastruCture management functions. 
29.  On similar grounds the same obligations can justifiably be imposed on users who have 
a  considerable  volume  of traffic,  if they  do  not  wish to  restrict  themselves  to 
self-handling  and  wish  to  offer  groundhandling  services  to  third  parties.  The 
obligation to unbundle groundhandling services should provide a clearer insight into 
the terms on which these services are offered and reduce the risk of unfair practices,  . 
such as dumping and cross-subsidization. 
Approval of suppliers 
30.  Member States should be able, if  they believe it is necessary, to subject the supply of 
groundhandling services to approval. The primary objective is to ensme the efficient 
operation of the airport as well  as  the protection of the  envirornnent by making it 
possible to reject a priori groundhandling candidates for  which there are valid and 
sufficient grounds, such as past perfonnance, to presume that their behaviom could 
significantly affect the secmity and safety of  the airport installations as well as of  the 
staff or the envirornnent. The supplier should upon request be given the reasons for · 
refusal so that he  can appeal if  appropriate. 
31.  This approval procedure for suppliers should not be extended to users who wish to 
self-handle.  Wherever the self-handling is freely allowed and in any other instances 
where the managing body of the  airport authorizes self-handling,  users are directly 
entitled to provide such services for themselves.  There is therefore no need for an 
additional approval procedure.  ~ 
Selection of suppUers 
32.  The number of authorized suppliers may be limited either in the case of  a service for 
which access is limited or by way of  exemption  In both cases it is essential in order 
to avoid discrimination to provide for  a neutral, objective and.transparent selection 
procedure at Community level. 
9 33.  Although the selection of  the suppliers authorized to provide groundhandlingservices 
entails similar J>I:Oblerns to those of public procurement, certain features nevertheless 
justify a specific selection procedure.  Thus, in the case of public procmement the 
awarding authority selects an applicant with which it will conclude a contract, whereas 
in the case of  gr~tmdhandling services the _selected suppliers will conclude contracts 
with the users of  the air services and not With the airport.  As the future customers of 
the selected suppliers the carriers should.therefore be able to participate in drawing 
up the technical or any other specifications required for the selection procedure.  A 
. Committee representing all the users of  the airport or airport system in question woUld 
allow for such participation  This Committee would be cortsulted by the managing 
.  body o(  th~ airport prior to the selection of  the suppliers.  · 
34.  However, since some airports also supply groundhandling services, either directly or 
through a subsidiary, it i~ essential to maintain fair competition and ensure objective, 
transparent  and non-discriminatory  control  by· the  inanaging  body:  This  can  be 
achieved by delegating the power to select the suppliers to ·the Users' Committee. 
35.  The selection procedme should apply to all potential suppliers.  It is essential that 
there should be no discrimination to the detr4nent of  independent suppliers and to the 
benefit of suppliers who are carriers themselves or are controlled by carriers.  Many 
carriers with a large  volume  of traffic at  a  particular  airport often resOrt  to self- ' 
·handling.  Since  they have the required staff and equiprrient,  they can offer their 
services to other carriers at favomable rates.  This advantage must not be exacerPcited 
by the selection procedure, which· should not resui.t in replacing existing monOJ)olies  . 
by  market  structures  dominated. by  large  air  carriers.  Such a  situation  could 
effectively deprive smaller· carriers, for which self-handling is not usually economic 
because of  their low volmne of  traffic, of a genuine ,choice.  ;J  . 
36.  However,  an  exception  to  this  rule  should  be  made  for  the· airport  or  its· 
groundhandling silbsidiary. Although the specific obligations incmnbent upon  operators . . 
controlling essential infrastructure are sufficient reason to compeL airports to· accept · 
the presence of com~titors on their own premises, it is not co~eivable that they 
should be  barred from  providing groundhandling  services  themselves, ·directly  or 
indirectly, if  they so wish. However, if  airports were subjected to the same selection 
procedme as other potential.  suppllers, they would run the risk of  not being selected  · 
Consequently,  airports  shoJ,)Id  be  able  to  either  provide  grotindhandling  services 
themselves oi authorize a supplier to provide them without undergoing the selection 
procedme, provided the anport directly or m<;tirectly controls the suppli~  in question 
This would alS() be valid if the·  suppli~ con1J.:ols the airport authority. 
' 
37.  This re'8.soning,  however, does not apply to the dominant carrier which in general is. 
neither the managing body nor the owner of  the airport infrastructures.  COnsequently, 
the dominant carrier should enjoy no special status, but should be subject to the same 
selection procedme as other potential suppliers. 
'  10' Consultation procedure between the airport, the users and the suppller(s) 
38.  Should practical constraints make access to the market, even if  restricted, impossible, 
the  airport could, subject to approval by the  Commission, obtain an exemption from 
.  the  Member  State  whereby it is authorized not to open up one or more  types of 
groundhandling services to competition.  It  is essential that the services for which such 
an  exemption  is  granted  are  supplied. under  gerruinety  transparent  conditions, 
particularly in respect of pricing.  A statutory consultation and conciliation procedure 
between the airport, supplier and users would offer users in such a case guarantees 
similar to those they could expect from normal  free  competition.  Users should be 
consulted through the Users' Committee, particularly in the event of  any major change 
of situation and in any event at least once a year.  · 
Rules of conduct 
39.  The primary task entrusted by Member States to the managing bodies of airports is 
...._to ensure proper operation of  the airport infrastructure.  It should therefore be possible 
to apply the rules necessary to attain this objective to suppliers of groundhandling 
services and self-handling carriers. 
These  rules could include the obligation to bear a  :fair  share of any public service 
.  obligation imposed  on the  managing  body,  particularly the  obligation to provide 
permanent services. ·This would make it possible to ensure fair competition between 
suppliers by preventing some suppliers from leaving the less profitable segments of 
the market such as night, rerouted or delayed flights to others, in particular the airport 
or its. subsidiary.  This specific obligation should be imposed on suppliers only and 
. not on users, tmless they offer grmmdhandling services to third parties. 
40.  However,  these  regulatory  powers  should  not. be  left  to  the  discretion  of the 
Member States.  The rules which they impose should in tum comply with a series of 
principles.  They should in particular 
apply without discrimination to all suppliers and users; 
contribute to achieving the proposed objective; 
impose no constraints. on suppliers and users which are out of proportiQn to 
their real benefits; 
comply with the spirit of the proposed measures, that is not reduce market 
access  or the  right to  self-handle .  to  a  lesser  degree  than  intended by the 
measures. 
In the  event of non-compliance with such rules of conduct,  Member States ·could 
withdraw approval from the supplier or prohibit the carrier from self-handling. 
11 Right of access to the Installations 
41 .  Grmmdharidling services are by definition at least in part provided on the airport.  In 
a number of cases, such as catering or fuelling, :the supplier can operate installations 
off the  airport  premises, .  but  still  require  access  to  the  airport.  Consequently, 
groundhandling suppliers and self-handling users should be entitled to have access to 
the  airport  iristallations  insofar  as  is necessary· to ·exercise ·their  right  to· supply 
groundhandling seivices or to self-handle.  · 
A corollary to this right of  access for  user~ and suppliers Is the right· of  the managing · 
body to regulate  such access.  However,  access  to the installationS  should only be 
refused where it has been decid~d to withdraw approval or to prohibit self-~dling  .. 
The conditions which the managing body should attach to this right of  access are an 
example of the above-mentioned n.des of conduct and shpuld ·comply with the same 
principles· of relevance, objectivity, transparency and non-discrimination. 
42.  The  right  of access  of  s~ppliers ·and  self-handlers  to  the  install~tions must  be 
distinguished from the access authorization given to each individual member (}f their 
staff:  which may inter alia  be · subject to a _security  check  or  a  training  cou.fse  if 
required by the national legislation. 
43.  · In mahy instances access to the installations and· self-handling will entail extra costs 
· for the airport, caused for example by the need to check identities or· to organize and 
monitor  vehicle  movements,  even  if such  access  does .  not  involve  permanent 
occupation of  part of  the airport installatioll$. It should be possible f9f. the managing 
body to charge suppliers and self-handling users a fee to cover these ·costs.  Such fees 
should in turn be based on objective, transparent and non-di~criminatory ~teria  .. 
Right of appeal. 
44. ·  Many decisions of  the managing body or the _public authorities of  the Member States, 
such  as the granting oi refusal of  approval, the rules of  conduct, the penalties for non-
compliance  with  the  rules,  the  space  allocation,  .etc.,  will  have  far,.reaching 
consequences for the  interests  of the  suppliers -and users.  In accordance  with the  · 
general  legal  principles . recognized  by all  Member States,  anyone  who  feels  his 
interests have been affected by such a deciSion must have an effective right of  appeal  . 
before a public authority independent of  the managing body of  the airpOrt .·and of  any 
· public authority controlling it.  fu most  Member States slich ·appeal procedures already 
~~  .  .  . 
c.  ·  Scope of the measures 
45.  E.ffecti.ve  competition requires  a  market large enough for  several  and' at least two 
suppliers to operate on it profitably. The  he~vy  fixed cost of  investments in buildings 
and equipment fdr many categories of grouitdhandling seivices make it difficult to 
maintain lasting competition on  such a limited market. 'Consequently, the measures for . 
third party handling sh01.1.ld Only apply to _airports with an annual traffic volume of  no 
less than two million passenger movements or 50 QOO  tonnes of  freight or'to so-called 
"seasonal"· airports  which  o:ri  ·a  seasonal  basis  present  the  same  characteristics. 
·Problems related to the price and quality of  ground.handling services arise at many 
12 of these airports.  On the other hand,  the measures concerning self.. handling should 
apply to all airports which are open to commercial traffic and located on the territory 
· of a Member State. 
46.  The implementation of these measures will in many cases give rise to considerable 
reorganization problems.  It could also have a considerable social impact.  Hence, it 
is necessary to allow for a reasonable transition period which should enable airports 
to adapt to the new situation and users to benefit from it as soon as possible. 
47.  The organization of access to the grmmdhandling market and the liberalization of 
self-handling will bring considerable advantages for both suppliers and users.  If  these 
advantages &re  extended to users and suppliers from third countries, they should be 
matched by comparable treatment, de jure and de facto. for Community suppliers and 
users in the cmmtries concerned. If no such reciprocity exists, whether because of 
legal or reiulatory measures 6r simple discriminatory practices, the Commission feels 
that it is necessary to be able to suspend all or some of  the rights which the Directive 
recognizes for users and suppliers from any cotmtry which fails to recognize· similar 
rights for Commtmity suppliers and users. This suspension may be applicable to all 
or some Member States. 
IV. ·  Conclusions 
48.  The liberalization.ofthe air transport sector implies free access to the grotmdhandling 
market. Such access will make it possible to meet the current -needs of  air transport. 
However, the present situation at many airports, the diversity of  the services and the 
constraints to which the  supply of some services are  subject make it necessary to 
introduce ~ccompanying measures. · 
The Commission therefore considers that market access must be based on a balanced 
approach  which takes  accotmt of the · different  situations,  the  requirements of air 
transport and the interests of  airports, carriers, suppliers and workers throughout the 
industry. 
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CONTENTS OF THE DIRECTIVE 
Article 1 
This Article giv~s the definitions needed for the applicatio~ of  the Directive. 
· Article 2 
This Article defines the scope of the measures:  for self-handling the measures apply to all 
Community airports open to commercial traffic; for  thir~-party handling their-application is 
restricted to  airports with. an annual  traffic  volume  of no less than  2  mi11lon  passenger . 
movements or 50 000 tonnes of  freight or to airports with a traffic volume of  no less than one 
million passenger movements or 25 000 formes of  freight, during a period of  six consecutive 
months.· 
Article 3 
i  .  .  . 
Tiris Article specifies the  manner in which the measures apply to the managing bodies ·of 
airports, irrespective of their practical or legal organization in the different Member States. 
If the  different management fimctions of an 'airport  are  shared between several  separate . 
bodies, they are all considered as part of the managing body of  the airport concerned. If  on 
the  other hand one  and the same body is in charge of the management of several airports, 
each of  these airports is considered individually. Finally, oif the managing body of an airport 
is controlled by a public authority, the obligations imposed by  1:\le Directive on the managing 
body 8.Iso apply to the authority.  ·  · 
Article 4 
Tiris Article lays down the principle of lDlbundling the activities of the ~  bodies of 
.- airports: if  the managing body of  an airport wishes to Supply grmindhand.liilg services, it must 
separate this activity from its role of  infrastructure management and regulation by mbundling 
the management and the accomting of these activities.  The purpose _of this measure is to · 
ensure fair competition between gromcfuandlers by preventing the airport from subsidizing 
its groundhandlirig activities through activities which by their very natme are not open to 
competition For similar reasons the same accounting and ma.rulgement mbundling is-imposed 
on any carrier with a dorriinant position at the .  airport. 
.  .  ' 
Article 5 · 
Tiris Article provides that at.every airport a Users' Committee rirust be set up which represents 
the.  users and consists of  their representatives. Any user has the right to be a member of  this .  , 
Cormnittee or to· be represented on it. 
14' 
._,.·_. Article 6 
This Article lays down the conditions of.market access for third party handling. It identifies 
. the  services  for  which access  to  the  market will  be  entirely free  and those  for  which  the 
Member State for technical reasons will be allowed to limit access. In such cases, the mnnber 
of groundhandlers will not be less than two,  one of which will be independent both of  the 
airport and of any carrier enjoying a dominant position at the  airport. 
Article 7 
This Article lays down the conditions for self-handling.  It identifies the services for  which 
the  right to self-handle is guaranteed without restrictions and those  for  which, because of. 
technical constraints, the Mertlber State may reserve this right to a limited mnnber of users, 
who are to be chosen on the basis 'or relevant, objective, transparent and non-discrirninittory 
criteria. The services for which self-handling is to be allowed fully are the same as those for 
which access to third party handling is free.  Similarly, those for which self-handling may be 
limited are the  same as those  for  which access may be  limited in the  case  of third party  . 
handling. 
Article 8 
This Article allows Member States to reserve to a single body the man~ement  of  centralized 
infrastructures which carmot be divided or which because of  their cost catmot be duplicated 
However,  access  to  these  infrastructures must be  granted to suppliers of groundhandling 
services and their centralized management may not limit market access to a lesser degree than 
provi~d for by the Direetive.  · 
Article 9 
This Article gives  Member  States  the  right  to  grant  exemptions  to those  airports whose 
specific situation does not allow acceSs to the market or self-handling to the degree provided 
for by the Directive. In order to guarantee the consistency and uniformity of  these exemptions 
throughout the Community, the Cormnission will have the power to suspend the exemptions 
granted by the national authorities.  · 
Article 10 
This  Article  provides  for  the  organization of a procedure  for  the  selection of authorized 
suppliers, when their number is limited by a Member State and provides that users are to be 
consulted prior to the choice of the managing body.  Also,  when the managing body·itself 
provides  groundhandling  services  directly  or  through  a  third  party, ·equal  treatment  of 
suppliers requires that it should not be in a position to choose its own competitors. In such 
. a case,  the selection of authorized suppliers will be  made  by the Users'  Committee.  This 
Article also gives to the airport itseit: the undertakings controlled by it or the undertaking that 
controls it the right to supply groW'ldhandling services without having to tmdergo the selection 
procedure. 
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Article 11 
· This. Ar"tick proVides for: the organization: of  ~onsUltatiori. and arbitrati6n procedures -between· 
tli.e  users, the suppliers and. the "managing body. When one or several services are ·not <>pen to . · 
·. competition by ,viitue .~f ah ·exemption  ·  · ·  ··  .  ·  . . . ·  · 
·. ·;-
·Article 12 
.  1· 
. This-Article allows  Me~ber  State~ to subject the-activit)'.of groundhaitdters tO  ~btaiiririg a 
licence delivered by a·puplic authority independent of  the airpbJt in  ord~r  to guarar\teesafety,  __  ---
security· and· enviromneni:al protection standards.  ·  ·  ·  · 
\  ....  .;  - .  ~  '·  . 
ArticleJJ 
This Articl~ ~ve~_Member-States.the right to impOse on sUJ)pliers of giotindhaitdling services . 
and uSers: wishing to self-rumdle the rules required fqr the prOper functioning'ofthe airPort 
·.  Th~5e·  iules may include the qbligation tO comply with public service: obligations. This Article 
. also lays down the basic. principles with which' these niles' shot4d. compiy~.  They shm.dd be 
f!On.:discrirnirult9ri,  relat~d to the objective and •co!l1ply with the. degree of access· prOvided 
for by the Difective.- :  :  · . ·  .·  ···-~  _  · :  ·- : .  ·  . ·  .: ·  ·  :  . .  .•  .  ,  _  ·-
·.....  .~  -.  . 
.  ·\  .  .  ~- - :  ' - . 
: This  Aiti~le gives suppliers ~  users the right to. have access to  fr!.e :ai.rPortinfrastructures 
tq the extem required (or the supply of  grotlndharidling Services or to self-'hafldle~ It·also lays 
·  _  _.  down  the··conditions  to --\\:'hich  _this  right. Ill:a:Y  J:>e·  subjected  by  MeJ]lber  States  and  the  · 
principles  'with ·which.·these 'Condition5'-must:comply:  they  must .be 'relevant,. objective,:_ 
transparentan:d_non-discrnunatory~.  · ·  ·  ·· 
.·-·. 
Article 15 
-This Article recognizes the rights aJ1d obligations,ofthe-.Mernber States as':far as safety and,. 
·  · security at $ports ar~  ·concern.ed  ·  ·  ._  .  ·  ·  · 
Article 16 
·_:  ·This Article states the principle. of  reciprocity between the Community and third·co~trl~s and 
provides that in the absence Qf reciprocity the obligations,_created by the Directive may _be . 
.  supended  ~th-t:espect to tmdertakings from the  thir~  cot.Dltry in question:.  ..  .- ·  ·..  - ·  · 
'  -'  I  '  '  •  - .- '  f  - • 
·"' ·.  Article 17. 
· This.Artlc;:le makes it obligator}' for the ·Member  St~tes, ~here such a procedUre-does  no~ yet 
exist,'_ to  provide  an aPJ>eal  procedure  before  an  independent  public  ilJ]thority .against  jhe 
~  ........ 
<,iecisions of their pt,iblic authorities in the area qovered by the Directive.  .  .  . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  . .  -::- ·,  '  ~ '  / 
Article 18 
This  Article ptovitks that- th~ c·ommission .  shall  establish ·an  infoiniatioh report· on the 
implementation of  the Qirective.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · \  · 
16.  .  -.-.  ·, Article 19 
This  Article  lays· down  the  principle  of cooperation  between  the. Commission  and  the  . 
Member States for the. implementation of the  ~rective. 
Article20 
.  .  . 
This Article provides that all measures taken by·the Member States within the scope of  this 
Directive must be notified to the Commission in order to allqw it to check thiit the measures 
comply with Community law. 
·17 
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.  \  .  Proposal foi a  -.  _  ·;  -· 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE·-
on access to  ~e.  gro~dling  market .at CommunitY airports 
·,,  :.  - ·---------------
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, .  --
<  1  • 
·Having  regard  to the ·rceaty  ~stablishing. the  ·Europeart Community, .and  in particular 
-Article 84(2)  there~f,  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · - · 
· -.  Having regard to the proposal from the CommisSion; 
-.  m  cooperatibn With_ the  European Parlianient,.'  -
-Ha~g  regard to the opiriioil of the Econoinic· and Sociai ·colntnittee,' . 
Whereas the CommUnity has gra4ually introdticed a common air transPort policy-with the aim 
of completing the intelnal marketin.accordance With Article 7a of the TreatY; 
I  ~  '  1  ,  :  •  j• 
'·  . 
•  •.••  l 
. Wher~as  'the  internal market comprises  an~  area. free  of  inte~al frontiet:S. ~- which the -free  -. 
. :movement-of goods, persons,serv,ices ~d  caPitai is assured; 
.  /  ..  '.'  .  '  .  '  .  ,, 
·- ·. 
·Whereas. the· objective of· Article  59  Qf the  Treaty is .to. eliminate  the_ "restrictions 'on the 
..  'freedom to .provide-serVices in the·Commuruty_and that, m  accordance with Article  61_(1)  of, 
- I  . .  .  . .  . 
the Treaty, -this objective mpst b~ achieved within the framework 'of the, ·cominon :tra.nsport _. 
_ policy;.  ·  · · 
..,  ·.,  . 
·Whereas through· Cmmcil RegulatiOn$  ti~c)No8  2407/92°),-2408/92'
2
)  -and 24o9i92(3) -that_ 
objective_has been attained with regard to air·transport services as· such;  ·  ~ 
•  •  •  •  •  - - •  - •  J  •  '  \ 
)  -
· Whereas groWldlui.ndllrig services form  an integral part of the  air. transport system; whereas-
·~ch.  ~rvices are  essential_ to-the .  proper fWlctioning. of this mode: of  transport .  and whereaS 
.  they make an  es5~ntial contribUtion to the effiCient use of  air tranSport  infraStructur~;  .. 
. Whereas. grouhdhandling services: are essential to' the .supply _of air transport services, which 
·  ..  by their iiature extend beyond itatiOnal  frontiers  and fall  directly within .the. fraritework <;>L 
:  m·  tra ·comrnwu·ty·_ tra·de··  · · · -..  ·.  ·  - ~  ·. ·  ·  ·  ,_  -.  ·  · 
. - .  .  '  .  ·:  _:- . .  .  - .·  -.  .  .  .  .  '  . : .  ..  ·.  .  .  .  .  .~  ·..  ~  .  '.  .  . 
;..  - '  ;  .  .  '  ~ 
.. -Whereas:  with  r~spect to  the  principle -of subsidiarity  it is  essential  that · access  to  the 
groundhancD.ing  market,  sJlould_·tak~_ place  Within  a common  framework~_  whil~ allowing 
- Member  ~tates:the possibilitY qf  talcing intq consideration the specificnafure ofthe sector; 
-.  •  ..  :  •  - <  ••  .·:  •  - •  •  •  •  ,.  • 
/ 
(I)  -- - ·  OJ No L 240, 24.8..1992, p.  1, · 
- <i)  - OJ No L  240~ 24.8:1992, p  .. 8-.  -·. 
(J)  OJ No L 240,-24.8.1992, p.  1S.·  ,.  .  . 
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·.  ,: Whereas  in its Connnunication of 1 Jme 1994  "The  Way Forward for. Civil  Aviation in 
Europe"  the ·commission indicated its intention to take an initiative before the end of 1994 
in order  to  achieve  market  access for  grmmdhand.ling  services  at Community airportS  and·  ·  · 
whereas the  Council in its Resolution of 24  October  1994 has confirmed the need to take 
accour~ of the imperatives  link~d to the· situation of airports when effecting the opening of 
the market;  · 
Whereas  access to the gromdhandling market would not affect the  efficient operation of 
Connnunity~ri;  · 
Whereas  it  is,  therefore,  .. neces8~ to.  establish  the  arrangements  for  acce~s  to  the 
groimdhandling market at Community airports and whereas it js essential to take accomt of 
. the existing situation at airports;  ·  . .  · 
Whereas, for certain categories of services, however; access to the market arid  ~If-handling · 
may come up against safety, security, available capacity and space constraints; whereas it is, 
therefore, necessary to be able to limit the t)mnber of suppliers of  such categories of  services; 
-where~ it should also be  possible to lliirit self-handling and whereas the  criteria far  such 
limitation must be relevant, objective, tranSparent and non-discriminatory; 
Wh.ereas, if  the mnnber of  suppliers is. limited, the maintenanee of  effecti~e competition: will 
require that at least one of the suppliers should be inde:perulent of !)pth the mai1.aging body 
of the airport and the dominant carrier;  ·  · 
Whereas the proper fimctioning of airpOrtS requires them to be able to reserve for themselves 
the  maflag~ent of  .certain infrastnictures, which for technical reasons as well as for rea.sOns  · . 
. : of profitability  and  safety· are  difficult  to  divide  or  duplicate;  whereas. the  centralized 
managemeirt of  such infrastructures may not, however, constitute an obstacle· to theit use by 
groundhandlers or by self-handling users; 
.  Whereas in certain cases, these constraints can be such that they may justify restrictions on 
marke~  access or self-handling to the extent that these restrictionS are adapted, transparent and 
non-discriminatory; ·  · 
.  .  .  .  . 
·. Wliereas .the PwJ>ose of such exemptions must be to enable airports to overcome or at least 
to reduce 'these constraints; wberea.S these exemptions mlist be apProved by the Commission 
and must be granted for a specific period;  ' 
W'Jl.ereas if fair and effective competition is to be· mairitained where the number of suppliers 
of services is limited, the latter need to be chosen according to· a transparent and impartial 
proeedure~ whereas users shoUld be involved in the selection since they have a major interest 
in the quality and price of the services ·which they reguire;  · 
\Vhereas itis therefore important to organize theTepresentation of  users and their participation 
in the  selectiot;t  of authorized  suppliers  by  setting  up  a  connnittee  composed  of their 
representatives~·  · 
-'· 
19 whereas the' managing body of the .  airport' may also supply groundhafldling seiVices  and, 
through its decisi~  may ex~rcise considerable influence on competition between· slippliers · 
of groundhandli.ng  services;  whereas  it is  therefore  essential,  in· order  to  maintain  fair 
cdmpetition, that airports establish a clear separation between their infrastruCture management . 
and regulatory activities on the On.e_hand and the supply of  gromdhandling seiVices on the 
other;  .  - .  . 
Whereas  the  same .. transParency requirements  must  apply  to  users  who  have  attained  a  .... 
significant volume of  traffic at an airport and wish to provide gromdhandling services to third  · · 
parties;  ·  · 
Whereas in order to enable airports to fulfil  their management functions and to guarantee 
safety  and  S,ecurity.  on  the  airport  premises . as . well · as  to  protect- the  environment, 
..  Member States must be  able to make  the  supply of groundhandling  services  subject to 
approval; whereas the criteria for granting such approval niust be objective, transparent and 
non-discriminatory; 
Whereas; for the same reasoris, Member States must reta.ffi the power to lay down and apply. 
the necessary rules for the proper funCtioning of  the airport infrastructure; where~  these rules  .. 
must, however, comply with the principles ofobjectivity, transparence and non-discrimination; 
Whereas access to airport installations  ~tist be guaranteed to· stlppliers wishing to provide 
groundhandling services and to cairiers wishing. to self-handle to the extent necessary for 
them to exercise their rights;  ·  -
Whereas it is justified that the rights recognized by this Directive should only apply to third 
country suppliers a.J1d  carriers subject to strict reciprooty; whereas where there is no such 
reciprocity the  Commission should be able  to  suspend these  rights -with  regard to thoSe 
suppliers and carriers;  ·  ·-
WhereaS this Directive does not affect the applic'ation of  the rules of  the Treaty and wh~reas 
in particular  the  Commission  will  cqnti.nue  to  ensure  compliance  with  these  rules  by 
exercising, when necessary, the powers. granted to it  by Article 90 of the Treaty, 
HAS AI;XJPTED THIS DIRECfiVE: 
Article  1 
Definitions . 
Foc the purposes of this Directive: 
· 1.  "airport user"  means· any physical  or legal  person. responsible  for  the  carnage of 
passengers; mail and/or freight by air from or to the airport in question;. 
2.  "grotmdhandhng" means the SeiVices provided to users at airports as .,described in the 
Annex;  ·  ·  · 
20 3.  "self-handling" means agrom1dhandling arrangement, whereby a user directly provides 
for  himself one  or more categories of grotmdhandling  services  and concludes no 
contract of any description with a third party for the provision of such services;  · · 
4.  "supplier of groundhandling services" means any natural or legal person supplying 
,_  thi.rd.parties with one or more categories of  groundhandling services; 
5.  "airport system" means any set of  airports grouped together to serve the same ~ity or 
.  con~bation, as defined in Annex 2 to CoWlcil Regulation (EEC) No 2408/92; 
6.  "managing body of the airport" means body which by national law or regulation has 
as its objective the management of the airport infrastructures, the coordination and 




1.  This Directive applies to any airport located on the territory of  a Member State open 
to commercial traffic. 
However, the provisions of  Articles 4, 5, 6,  10, 11  and 12 shall apply only to airports 
whose  annual  traffic  is  not less  than  2 million  passenger  movements  or 
50  000 tormes of freight or 
whose  traffic  over  the  preceding  18  months  is not less . than one  million 
passenger movements or 25 000 tonnes of freight during any period of six 
consecutive months. 
2.  ·The Commission shall publish, for information, in the Official Journal of  the European 
Corrnnunities  a  list  of the  airports  referred  to . in the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 1. The list shall first be published within three months following the entry 
into force of  this Directive, and then armually. 
Member States shall, before 1 July of  each year, forward to the Commission the data 
required to compile the list.  · 
Article 3 
Managing body of  the airport 
1.  Where an airport or airport system is managed and operated not by a single body but 
by several  separate bodies,  each of these shall be_ considered part of the managing 
body of  the airport for the purposes of  this Directive. 
2.  Where a single managing body is set up for several airports or airport systems, each 
of these shall be considered. separately for the purposes of  this Directive. 
21 3.  If the legislation of a  Member  State  places the managing bodies- of one or ·more 
airports or airport systems Wlder the supervision or control of a public authority, the 
obligations Imposed by this Directive on  thos~ managing bodies shall alSo he imposed 
on the public authorities which control them. 
Article 4 
Unbundling 
I.  Where the nianaging body of  an airport provides groundhandling serVices  it must 
unbundle the management and accou.t¥;5 of  its groundhandling activities from its other 
activities~  - ·  · 
2.  A  ~er who in the previous year has  carried in excess of  25%  of the freight or 
passengers recorded at an airport may not itself provide groundhandling services to 
third parties at that airport without unbundling the management and accounts of  the 
transport activity frOIJl the supply ~f  groundhanaJ.ing services to third parties. 
3.  An independent examiner must check that the unbundling is carried out as required 
1mder paragraphs 1 and 2. 
The exaininer shall~ in particular, check the absence of  any -financial flow frorri other 
activities to those of gro~~-
He shall at all times have access to the ·accounts of the Undertaking.  He shall report 
-,to the Commission at least once  a  year  and each time he ascertains  a failure  to 
maintain the mandatory W1b1mdling. 
Article 5 
The Users' Committee 
1.  Twelve  months- at  the  latest  following  the  _entry  into  force  of- this  Directive, 
Member States shall introduce the mea.Sures necessary to set up a committee of  users' 
representatives for  each of the  airports referred to in the second subparagraph of-
Article 2(1).  · 
2.  All-users .shall  have the  right to be on the  c<;>mmittee  or, .if they so wish,  to be 
represented on it by an organization appointed to that effect.  The decisiori-making 
procedure of  the committee may take account of  the voh.une of  activity of  the various 
. users of  the airport iri question, while still ensuring that each of  them is repre~ted 
'Article 6 
Groundhandling for third parties 
.  .  . 
1.  M~ber  _States  shall,  no later  than  two  years  after  the  entry  into  force  of this 
Directive, take the necessary measures in order to ensure free access to the market for 
the pro\rision of gro1mdhandling services to _third parties.·  -
22 2.  Member States may limit the nmnber of  suppliers authorized to provide the folio~ng 




freight and mail handling. 
They may not,  however, liniit this  number to less  than  two for  each category of 
service.  Moreover, at least one of the 8uppliers may not, directly or indirectly, be 
controlled by 
the managing body of the. airport, 
any user who bas carried more than 25% of  the pagsengers or  .freight recorded 
·at the airport during the year preceding that in which the suppliers are selected; 
a body controlling or controlled directly or indirectly by that managing body 
or any such user. 
3.  Wihout prejudice to paragraph 2, Member States shall ensure that any airport user can 
call upon the grotmdhandling services of  the supplier of  his choice,-whatever parts of 
the .airport are allocated to them. 
Article 7 
Self-handling 
1.  Member States shall, no later than two years following the entry into force of this 
Directive, take the necessary measures to ensure the freedom to self~hancD.e. 




freight and mail hancD.ing. 
Member States may reserve the right to self.hancD.e  to  a,  limited nmnber of users, 
provided they are  chosen op the basis of relevant,  objective,  transparent and non-
discriminatory criteria. 
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Article 8 
Centralized infrastructures 
'  .  .  .  ' 
1. ·  Without prejudice to the application of Articles  (;)  and 7, Member States may reserve. 
the  ·  technical  management of  the  centralized  baggage  sorting;  de.;icing,  water 
_purification and fuel distribution infrastructuies either for the managing body of_ the, 
airport  or  for  another  body.  They  may  make  it  obligatory · for  suppliers  of 
groun.dhimcUiflg services and self-handling users to use ~ese infrastructures. ·-
2.  Member States shall ensme that the management of  the infrastructures referred to in-
paragraph 1 is transparent, objective and non-discriminatory and, in  particular' that it 
does not hinder its use by suppliers ofgrmmdhandling Services or self-handling users 
within the limits laid down by this Directive. 
Article 9 
Exemptions 
1.  Wher.e specific constraints of  available space or capacity so wairant, the Member State 
in question may decide: 
(a) .  to limit the nuinber of suppliers of all categories ·of groundhartcUing services 
other than those referred to in Article 6(2); in this case the provisions of the 
·second subparagraph of  Article 6(2) shall apply;  · 
(b)  to  reserve  to a  singie  supplier  the  categories  of grmmdhandling  services / 
. referred to in Atiicle 6(2);  ·  · .· 
. (c)  to reserve  self-handling to a  limited number of users for  the categories of . 
groundhandling.services other than those referred to in Article 7(2), provided 
they  are  chosen· on the  basis  of relevant,  obj~ctive, tranSparent  and  non-
discriminatory criteria. 
2.  All exemptions decided' pursuant to paragraph 1 must:' 
(a)  specify the ·category· or categories of services  fOr  which ·the  exemption is 
granted and the teclmical constraints which jusfj.fy it;  · - · 
(b)  be accprnpanied by an airport development plan to overcome the constraints. 
.  .  . 
3.  Member States _shall notify the COrmnission, at-least three ·month,s before they enter 
into  force,  of·  any exemptions they .  grant on the  basis  of paragraph 1  and  of the 
_grounds which justify them:  · 
The cornrniss!on .shali publish a summary of  the decisions of  which it is notified in 
the  Official Journal of the Emopean Communities an& sh8n invite interested parties . 
to submit comments. ··  ·  · 
24  . 4.  Exemptions may enter into force at the end of  the three-month period following their 
notification to the Commission unless during the same period the latter infomts the 
.Member State concerned either that it is opposed to the decision or that it intends to 
carry out a  further  examination,  which, however,· may not take  longer than three 
months.  Within the  context of the  examination the Commission may authorize the 
. provisional application, in full or in part, of the decision in question, taking account, 
inter ali~ of the possibility of  irreversible effects  .. 
The Commission may seek assistance from one or more experts. 
5.  The Commission may also restrict the exemptions provided for in this Article to those 
parts of  an airport or airport system where the constraints referred to have beet:J. proven 
.to exist. 
6.  Exemptions granted by Member  States pursuant to paragraph 1 may not exceed a 
duration of  three years. At the end of that period the Member State must take a new 
decision on the request for an exemption and this, too, will be subject to the procedure 
laid down in this Article. 
Article 10 
Selection of suppliers 
1.  Member States shall take the necessary measures to organize a selection procedme for 
suppliers  authorized to  provide  gromdhandling services  at an airport where their 
rnunber is limited in the cases laid down in Article 6(2) or Article 9. This procedure 
must comply with the following principles: 
(a)  in cases where Member States require the establishment of  standard conditions 
or technical  specifications  to be  met by the suppliers,  these  conditions or 
specifications shall be established by the managing body of  the airport and the 
Users' Committee. The selection criteria laid down in the standard conditions 
or technical specifications must be relevant, objective, transparent and non-
discriminatory; 
(b)  .  an invitation to tender must be launched and published in the Official Journal 
of the European Communities, to which any interested supplier may reply, 
subject to the provisions of Article 16; 
(c)  the suppliers shall be chosen 
(i)  following consultation of  the Users' Committee by the m~ng  body 
of  the airport, provided the latter 
does not provide gromdhandling services, 
has no control, direct or indirect, over any undertaking which 
provides such services, and 
has JlO involvement in any such mdert.aking; 
25 (ii)  by the Users' Committee, in all other cases. Each user may then vote 
for only one supplier f<;>r  each category of service; 
(d)  suppliers shall be Selected for a maximum period oJ seven years; 
. (e)  wbere a supplier ceases his activity before the ~d  of  the period fc>r  which he 
-was  selected;  he  shall  be  replaced  on  the  basis  of the  same  procedure. ··  · 
However, users who Pt-ovide groundhandling services at the airport in question 
or have direct or indirect control over an uridertaking which provides such 
services may in that case not take part in the vote.  ·  · 
.  2.  Where the number of  suppliers is limited in accordance with Article 6(2) or Article 9, 
the managing body of-the airport may itselfprovide groundhandling services without 
being  subject to the  selection procedme laid down in paragraph  1.  Also, it may, 
without  submitting it to the  said  procedure~ authorize  an undertaking  to  provide 
groundhandling services at the airport in question· 
if it controls that undertaking directly or indirectly, or 
.. 
if  the undertaking controls it directly or indirectly. 
Article 11 
Consultations 
'  '  . 
Member  States  shall  take  the necessary measures to org·anize  a  compUlsory  consultation 
procedure  between  the  managing  body  of the  airport,  the  Users'  Cornririttee  and  the · 
1mdeitak.ings_ prbviding services. This consultation shall cover, inter alia, the price of.  those 
service~ which have be~  exempted by the Commission pursuant to Article 9 as well as the 
organiZation of the provision of  the services. Such consultation shall be 6rganized at leaSt 
once. every year. 
Article 12 
Approval 
1.  Member  States. may make  the  activity· ·of a  supplier of groundhandling  services · . 
conditional  upon obtaining  the  approval  of a-public  authority independent of the 
managing body. of  t:!J.e  airport.  ·  · 
The approval criteria inust relate to the security and safety of  the installations, of  the 
· aircraft,  of the  equiprnerit  and of persons, . as  well  as  to the  protection  of the 
envirorunent. 
The criteria must ~  published and the supplier milst be informed beforehand of  the  : 
approval procedure.  · 
2.  Approval ~y  be withli.eld only if  the supplier does ootmeet, for reasons of  his doing, 
the criteria referred to in paragraph 1  . 
.  26 The  grounds  for  withholding  approval  must  be  comrmmicated  to  the  supplier 
concerned 
Article 13 
Rules of  conduct 
1.  A Member State may withdraw its approval of a supplier or prohibit a user from self-
handling if  that supplier or user fails to comply with the rules imposed upon him to 
ensure the proper functioning of the airport.  ·  · 




they must be  applied in a non-discriminatory manner to the various suppliers 
and users;  · 
they must relate to t:p.e intended objective; 
they may not in practice reduce market access or the freedom to self-hancD.e 
to a lesser degree than that provided for in this Directive. 
2.  A Member State may, in particular, require suppliers of  grmmdhandling services at an 
airport to participate in a fair and non-discriminatory manner in carrying out public 
service  obligations laid down in national laws or rules, 4tcluding the obligation to 
ensure continuous service. 
Article 14 
Access to installations 
1.  ·  Member  States  shall  take  the  necessary  measures  to  ensl.Jie  that  suppliers  of 
groundhandl.ing  services  and users  wishing to  self.hancD.e  have  access to airport 
installations to the extent necessary for them to exercise their rights.  If  the ma:riaging 
body of  the airport or, where appropriate, the public authority which controls it places 
conditions upon such access, those conditions must be relevant, objective, transparent 
and non-discriminatory.  ·  ·-
2.  The space  available at an airport must be  divided among the various suppliers of 
groundhandling services and self-handling users on the basis of relevant, objective, 
transparent and non-discriminatory rules and criteria.  These rules and criteria may not 
give  suppliers  already  operating  at. an airport  or users  already  self-handling  an 
advantage over new entrants. 
3.  Access  to  airport installations  for  suppliers of groundhancD.ing  services  and users 
wishing to self-handle .may give rise to the collection of a fee intended to cover the 
costs which this access occasions for the airport and reflecting the level of the costs. 
This  f~  must  be  detennined  according  to  objective,  transparent  and  non-
discriminatory criteria.  · 
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Article  15 
Safety and security 
The provisions of  this Directive in no way affect .the rigttts and obligations of Member States 
in respect of safety and sec~ty  at airports.  .  · ·  · 
Articlel6 
Reciprocity 
1.  ·  Without  prejudice  to  the  international  commitments  of the  Comrm.nuty,  w~n  it. 
'  2. 
-- -· appears that, in tenns of  access to the grolDldhandlihg ~  self-handling market, a third 
country: .. 
(a)  is not,  de jme or de  facto~ granting CommunitY suppliers and Users treatment 
equivalent  t~>.:that reserved by- Member States for  the  suppliers and users of 
--(b) 
(c) 
thafthird country, or  ·  ·  ·  ·' 
'.  ·  ... 
. is not,  de jme or de facto, granting Comnnmity suppliers and users treatment 
equivalent to that granted to natibnal suppliers and· users, or 
is,  de jme or de  facto.  gratlting ·  suppliers  a,nd- users from  one  or mote  other 
third countries a mo,re ·  favomable treatment than that reserved for Community 
suppliers and users,  ·  ·  . 
the  COriuriission may suspend;  in full  ~- in' part,  the- obligations  arising  from  this  · 
Directive with regard to suppliers and:'!JSers from that third country, 
Member  States. shall  infonn the  Commission-of any serious  difficulty,  de jme or 
de facto.  encountered  in  third  co\Dltries :by  COIDiilunity.  suppliers  in· providing  . 
. groundhandling services or by Community users in self-handling.  . 
Article 17 
Right of appeal 
Member States Shan  ensure that any party \vith a· legitimate interest h8S  tlW right to appeal 
against the-decisiOns t:alcen pursuant to Articles 7(2) and 10-14. · 
.  .  '  .  -
'  ' 
' ' It  must be possible to bring the appeal before a national' court- or another public authority  ' 
independent of the managing body of  the  airPOrt· concerned and, where apprOpriate,  of the 
public  .. authority COntrolling it.  /  . .  .  -- .  - · - ,  - ·  .  . 
.__- I  Article18 
..  'Information-report 
Member States shall comrmmicate to the Commission the information required by it to di-aw. 
up a report on the -application of  this Directive:  · 
28 
.r The report shall be drawn up in the_ two years following the date referred to in Articles 6(1) 
and 7(1).  .  .  . 
Article 19 
Implementation 
Member States shall  bring into force  the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to comply with this Directive by 30 June  1996. They shall immediately inform the 
Commission thereof. 
When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to this Directive 
or  shall  be accompanied by such reference at the time of their  official Publication The 
procedme for such reference shall be adopted by Member States.  ·  · 
·Article 20 
Entry into force 
This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of  its publication in 
the Official Journal of  the Emopean Commwrities. 
Article 21 
Addressees 
'  This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels,  For the Council 
The President ANNEX· 
Li.t of gl'oundhandHng services· 
. l.  Grmmd administration and supervision comprise 
2. 
.  representation and liaison services with local authorities or any other entity, 
disblU'sements on behalf of the  carrier and provision of oflice space for its 
rep:r:esent;atives. 
load co]ltrol arid communication 
~~.  storage 8i1d administration of unit load devices 
any other supervision services before, during or after the flight and any other 
administrative service requested by the user.  ·  · 
Passenger handling  corttpri~s any kind of  assistance to arri~, departing, transfer 
.  .. or transit pas~gers, ~  or outside the airPort, ·including checking tickets and travel 
doc~ents, registering· baggage and carrying it to the sorting area.  · 
3.  Baggage handling comprises handling. baggage in thesortirig area, sorting it, preparing 
·it for departure, loading it onto. and unloading it from devices aimed at ·  carryirig it 
from the aircraft to the sorting area and conversely. 
·4. ·  Freight and mail handling comprises 
for freight: physical handling of  export, transit and import freight, handling ·of 
related dOcmnents,  customs procedmes and unpl~entation of any  .se~mity 
procedme agreed w.ith the carrier or imposed by the circmnstances  · 
for mail: haitdlirlg of incoming arui outgoing mail, of  related documents and· 
implementation of any security procedure agreed with the carrier or iinposed 
.bY the circmnstances.  · 
, 5. ·  Ramp ~dling  comprises 
.  .  ( 
the leading of  the aircraft on the ground at arrival and departure 
the assistance to aircraft parking and provision of suitable devices 
' the  or~tiori  of  commWlication between the aircraft and the ground 
the loading and unloading of  the. aircraft, including the provision and qperation 
of  suitable means as well as the transport of crew and  passengers  between the 
aircraft and the terminal  · 
the  pro~sion and -operation of apPropriate units for .engine 'starting  c' 
30 
..  J . the organization 9f safety measmes against fire and other risk~ as well as the. 
provision and operation of appropriate devices  · 
the moving of  the aircraft at arriVal and departure, as well as the provi$iOIJ. and 
. operation of suitable devices. 
6.  Aircraft servicing comprises 
. the external and internal cleaning of  the air~  the toilet and water services 
.  the cooling and heating of  the cabin, the removal of  snow and ice, the de-icing 
of the aircraft, the rearrangement of the cabin with suitable cabin equipment, 
the storage of this equipment. 
7.  Fuel and oil handling comprises 
the organization and execution of  fueling and defueling operations, including 
the  stor~e of fuel and the control of  the quality and quantity of  fuel deliveries 
the replenishing of oil and other fluids. 
8.  , Aircraft maintenance comprises 
routine services perforined before flight 
non-routine services requested by the carrier 
the provision and administration of spare parts and suitable equipment 
.the provision of or ~angment  for a suitable parking and/or llangar space. 
9.  Flight operations and crew administration comprise 
the preparation of  the flight at the departme airport. or at any other point 
the in_. flight  ~istance;  including redespatching if  needed 
the post-flight activities 
the crew administration 
10.  Smface transport comprises 
the  organization and execution of crew, passenger, baggage, cargo and mail 
transport  between  the  airport  and  any  other  point  or  between  different 
tenninals of the same  airport, but excluding the same transport· between the 
aircraft and any other point 
any special transport requested by the carrier. 
31 11.  Cate~  services comprise 
- .  -
.the liaison,with suppliers and administraftve management 
the transport, loa~  Wlto and-unloading from the plane of  food and beverages 
the storage of  food,  beverag~s 8nd equipment needed for their prepaiation ·  .  '  - .  _,  . 
· _  the cleaning of  this equipnie~ · 
-the preparation and delivery of 
equipment as well as of  bai and food supplies. 
/ 
32. ASSESSMENT FORM FOR THE IMPACf ON 
COMPETITIVITY AND EMPLOYMENT 
Proposal for a Council Directive on access to the groundbandling mmket 
at Community ailports 
l.  What is the main justification for- this measure? 
•  openitig to competition of  groundhandling services by third parties and of self-handling 
•  opening  adapted  to  the  specificity of the  market and to constraints of sectirity,  safety, 
capacity and available space.  · 
2.  Characteristics of the entreprises concerned : 
~ 
In particular : 
•  are a great number of SME's concerned?  No 
•  are there concentrations in certain regions?  No 
•  eligibility for regional aids in Member States?  No 
•  eligible for ERDF?  No 
3.  What constraints are imposed on the entreprises?  None 
.4.  What  constraints  are  likely  to  be  imposed  indirectly  on  the  entreprises  by  way  of local · 
authorities?.  None 
5.  "A.[C there special measures for SMEs?  No 
•  Which? 
., 
6.  Whai is the fo~eeable impact on: 
•  the competitivity of the entreprises? 
opening to certain entreprises of a market which is reserved at present. 
•  employment?  · 
no foreseeable imp_act. 
7.  Have the social partners been consulted?  Yes 
•  Opiition of the social partners? 
33  ! .  -' 
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